
Hurley U9 300-5 (net 275) beat Hurst 266-6 (net 236) by 39 runs 

The last game of the season saw summer finally arrived with a flourish as Hurley's "8" turned up on a 
beautiful summer's morning to be greeted by a wonderful ground, a perfect wicket, and boundaries 
on a par with those at the MCG.  With both teams struggling for a full complement, an 8 a side, 16 
over match was hastily arranged giving everyone the opportunity for a little bit extra batting practice 
as well as 2 overs per bowler, 

Mackenzie got the Hurst batting off to a flyer, crunching a sumptuous cover drive for 4, a shot 
worthy of double that given the gargantuan size of the boundaries. Skipper for the day Jake, bowled 
a maiden in the second over of the innings which was followed by tight bowling from Thomas 
Mennie who picked up the first wicket and was unlucky not to get a second when the ball went 
between the stumps but didn't dislodge the bails. The spin twins of Bryn (1 wicket) and Seren, were 
a delight to watch, twirling their looping leg spinners and they were ably supported and encouraged 
by their team mates in the field. Hurst steadily accumulated runs but the turning point in the game 
was a devastating triple wicket over from George Crowe that left Hurst rocking at 223-4 at the 
halfway mark. A sedate second half of the innings saw Hurst finish up at 266-6 net 236 after some 
smart catching by the Hurley fielders and some great chasing down of the ball. 

The Hurley opening pair of Tom and Jake, strode out to the middle to commence the search for 
victory and were greeted by an opening attack bowling off 30+ paces!  Jake pulled and drove his way 
to 15 (twice dismissed) and Tom added 6 to the partnership for the loss of 1 wicket.  The pint size 
pair of Seren and Arthur added 19 in their 4 o 
vers (0 wickets) with Arthur crashing a couple of crunching cover drives and the two running keenly 
together. Bryn and James added net 5 for the third pair leaving Hurley poised at 232 as the last pair 
entered the fray. Hurley had declared their U10 "ringer" Thomas Mennie to Hurst in advance and it 
was a credit to them that they were keen for us to be able to play him to enable a game to be 
played.  Thomas and George set about the Hurst team in the final 4 overs adding a stunning 48 for 
the loss of 1 wicket.  Thomas was destructive on the leg side with some imperious pulls, striking 8 
boundaries in his innings.   Hurley finished up victorious on 300-5. 

It's been a delight to see the progression in all the children this summer and especially the attitude 
that they have played the game with, encouraging and supporting each on the pitch, winning with 
grace and losing with dignity. Thanks to everyone who has helped with the umpiring, scoring, cake 
and bacon sandwich making and supporting from the sidelines. We've certainly enjoyed the season 
and enjoy your holidays.  
 
It is likely that there will be one final training session next Sunday (we will confirm), followed by a 
club awards night and barbecue in September (details to follow) 
 
Season Summary 
League : Played 10, Won 3, Lost 7 
Tournaments : Played 8, Won 6, Lost 2 
 


